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Job Title: Material Handler (Distribution) Shift: 2nd and 3rd 

Department: 3295 Location: Owatonna

Reports To: Distribution Supervisor FLSA Status:

Position Purpose
Perform various material handling duties to maintain work schedules, safety and productivity in the warehouse area.

Essential Duties & Responsibilities
Locate, weigh, count and prepare materials from paint, heat treat or packing slips for movement/shipment to internal and
external customers, fill out necessary paperwork as required.
Record part numbers, quantity and gross weight of rejected materials and locate in designated area
Effectively operate the scale to assure proper and correct inventory of both finished and unfinished goods and materials. -
Determine correct weight and number of parts. - Correctly records required information on identification documents. -
Accurately receive inspected purchased parts into inventory while maintaining location accuracy, verifying piece counts
and weights and correct identification of parts. - Audit scales daily for accuracy. 
Operate in a safe manner a forklift and other material handling equipment to move and store materials and equipment. -
Locate, weigh, move, stack, store and carry materials between areas of the plant for various departments as requested. -
Operate lift truck in loading and unloading material from truck, scales and staging area. - Load/unload incoming and
outgoing painted parts from truck. - Provide minor service on forklift and report any problems or necessary maintenance to
Supervisor or Lead. 
Assist in maintaining storage area in a clean and neat manner to facilitate production and minimize safety hazards;
regroup parts to maximize available storage space.
Move and or store containers of hazardous materials in a safe manner.
Perform other duties as assigned.

Knowledge / Skills / Abilities
Must be reliable, cooperative and a self-starter. Read and interpret inventory cards, orders, order numbers, etc. Write
neatly and legibly, compute numbers accurately.
Skill in operating a forklift in a safe and approved manner with additional training in safety is desirable. 
Excellent communication and positive teamwork skills.

Qualifications / Prior Experience
High School diploma or GED 
Prior forklift or warehouse experience preferred.

Work Environment / Other Requirements
The work performed is conducted in a climate-controlled facility with moderate noise levels that are within OSHA limits.
Must be able to lift 25-50lbs occasionally


